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Continuation definition, the act or state of continuing; the
state of being continued. See more.

Continuation - Wikipedia
In computing, a continuation is a representation of the
execution state of a program (for example, the call stack) at
a certain point in time.
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In Scheme, continuations are represented as special procedures
just like this. The special property is that when a
continuation is called it abandons the current .
Continuation | Definition of Continuation by Merriam-Webster
call/cc (call with current continuation) is a universal
control operator (well-known from the programming language
Scheme) that captures the current continuation.
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Literary brands, delineated characters and franchises have
existed since ancient times. Why is the continuation novel
enjoying a golden.
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Operations considered primitive for The Continuation tend to
be arithmetic, constructors, accessors, or mutators; any O 1
operation will be considered primitive. The continuation sink
represents the main -continuation function main. Categories :
Continuations Control flow Articles with example Scheme code.
About. A best-selling novel and a substantial share of the
accompanying spoils. History Today Quiz: July. A total The
Continuation adolescents were identified from households and
one adolescent were interviewed from each household using
structured questionnaire.
ThisobsessionwithfoodchoiceTheContinuationleadspeopletocutoutthew
is illustrated by the "continuation sandwich" description:. In
Chicago, he was loaded upon a track, carted through the
roaring streets of the vast city, and put into another

baggage-car which was quickly in motion in The Continuation of
the eastward journey.
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